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Legal Disclaimers
General Information
Circular 230 Disclaimer In conformity with the U.S. Treasury Department Circular 230 the documents contained
in this presentation and any tax advice contained herein is not intended to be used, and can not be used, for the
purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under Internal Revenue Code, nor may any such tax advice
be used to promote,market or recommend to any transaction or matter that is subject of these documents. The
intended recipients of these documents are not subject to any limitation on the disclosure of the tax treatment
or tax structure of any transaction or matter that is the subject of these documents
General Disclaimer -This proposal is based on information provided by you or your representatives. We cannot attest to the
accuracy of this information so any proposals contained in this presentation are subject to change based on
our actual situation. Information contained in this proposal is intended to provide you with a brief overview of
the coverage’
s provided for reference purposes only. It is not intended to provide you with all policy exclusion
limitations and conditions. The precise coverage afforded is subject to the terms,conditions and exclusions of
the issued policy.
New Incontestability Period - Replacing an existing life or health policy for another will normally create a new two-year
Incontestability period. This is a period of time the insurance company has to reevaluate the issuance of the policy at claim time.
Possible revocation of the policy is possible if information is discovered that was not reported on the application. Please refer to
your policy for the exact explanation
Statement Of Authority - Chris D. Callen, Insurance Agent or any of its Representatives are not tax or legal advisors. No
representative of our firm may give or make tax or legal advice. It is your responsibility to seek guidance from a qualified
professional in these areas to see how any of our recommendations may affect you legally or tax liens. Any reference to tax or
legal rules or regulations are a general nature and not specific to your situation and are prepared by third parties, not Chris D
Callen, Insurance Agent or its representatives..
Highlighting - colored highlighting on any carrier presentation or brochure has been done by Chris D Callen, Insurance Agent
and not the carrier itself. Highlighting is only provided to allow for quick viewing of important parts of the document.
Replacing Existing Policies - you never want to replace existing policies for one's will recommend until the new policy has
been paid and all delivery requirements submitted. Once you receive your new policy you will be able to cancel a policy for
which the new policy was intended to replace.
Quoting Age - many carriers assume your age at the nearest to your birthday. Therefore quotations may reflect an age older
than you are. In many cases it takes 3 to 4 months to issue a policy. If done on a COD basis the age at time of approval will be
used. Therefore many times we will quote a policy with a one year older age than current if we think a policy issue date will be at
that age.
Saving Age- this is a procedure we typically use that a policy has been issued within 3 to 4 months of age change. We will
request to back date the policy to the nearest birthday. This captures the lower premium based on the younger age. Although
back payment will be necessary for the months in arrears we only recommend this if it makes sense on future savings for the
duration of policy.
Surrendering Whole Life Policies- check with current carrier to obtain policy values before and after policy anniversary date.
You must then decide if it is better to surrender the policy before the increase in cash values are applied for the new year, or
after. Also be aware that it may be possible to Reduce Paid Up your policy to avoid surrender. The company will simply reduce
the death benefit amount equal to what premiums have been paid that would equal a paid up policy. Note that Universal Life
policies may be surrendered at any time as values are applied monthly and not annually.
Waiver of Premium - it is our procedure not to quote Waiver of Premium on term life policies if the client has adequate personal
disability income insurance. If this is something you feel is important let us know and we will give you a rate to add this option.
Waiver of premium option allows the company to pay the premium as long as the client is totally disabled by definition of the
policy. The definition is usually very strict.
Quotation Rating - we attempt to pre-shop your policy based on your particular health and lifestyle. We use the rate that is
most likely to be given based on these characteristics. We quote worst-case hoping for a better premium then shown if there are
medical or lifestyle issues that would be issued other than the best rating.i

